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According to the relationship between the development of hydraulic fracture and the distribution of different rock and mineral
fabrics, digital image technology was used in this study based on the discrete element particle flow method. An SCGM
numerical model, which can control fabric and refine mesoscopic crystal defects, was constructed. The tensile strength test of
granite specimens with different component contents and polymerization conditions was conducted, with the monitorization of
damaged cracks. The test results showed that (1) the SCGM model could construct a model of a crystal structure containing
variable components and polymerization, to achieve numerical experiments of different parameters; (2) compared with previous
models, the SCGM model can reflect internal stress change of a specimen with the variation of the structure. At the same time,
the contained crystal structure can characterize different failure modes such as intergranular cracks of different components,
grain boundary cracks of the same component, and transgranular cracks, which were in good agreement with the actual failure
state of granite; (3) the mica content of the specimen and its strength presented a linear relationship of y = −14:723x + 12:642.
The degree of polymerization of the components and the strength of the specimens were both affected by the accumulation of
microcracks and stress concentration, which appeared to increase first and then decrease. When the specimen was broken, the
number of microcracks and the degree of polymerization of the components also increased first and then decreased. The SCGM
model can construct a numerical model of granite with arbitrary fabric and crystal structure and provide a hydraulic fracturing
analysis method.

1. Introduction

In recent years, as an important technical means in oil, gas,
and hot dry rock exploitation, hydraulic fracturing technol-
ogy has been widely used. In fact, in the construction process,
the physical and mechanical properties of the rock itself have
a great impact on the construction of hydraulic fracturing.
Xia et al. [1–4] studied the crack propagation path of samples
of heterogeneous rock with different microfractures by CT
scanning 3D imaging technology, and it was found that the
fractures of hydraulic fracturing were easy to generate along
with the natural fractures and joints to interact with each
other, forming complex network fractures. Therefore, the
study of the relationship between the distribution of rock fab-

ric and the fracture distribution can further promote under-
standing the hydraulic fracturing mechanism.

However, the failure mechanism of rock is very compli-
cated. On the one hand, naturally formed cracks and pores
within the rock have different effects on the rock’s failure
process; on the other hand, in the rock, various mineral com-
ponents and crystals have different physical and mechanical
properties [5, 6]. As shown in Figure 1, many scholars have
interpreted the micromechanical damage inside the rock
from the aspects of structure shape, size, and position of the
mineral aggregation, crystal orientation, and grain boundary
geometry to reveal rock strength characteristics and failure
laws. Rock strength is suggested to be closely related to its
microstructure [7, 8].
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The fact is that the uniqueness of the rock structure
makes it difficult to repeat the rock test accurately and con-
trol a specific variable of rock structure to study other
influencing factors. Using the numerical simulation method
to construct reusable rock samples for numerical experi-
ments has become an effective method to solve rock mechan-
ics problems.

In recent years, scholars have widely used discrete ele-
ment numerical simulation technology to simulate rock
mechanics tests because of its ability to effectively simulate
the transfer relationship of internal rock forces. However,
establishing a numerical model fitting the actual rock condi-
tions best has been the focus of current research [9–12].

Many scholars have studied the mineral content and
composition distribution of rock based on the discrete ele-
ment method [13–24], which means identifying the surface
information of the granite using digital image processing
technology and importing it into numerical software in the
form of vectorization to conduct a series of numerical exper-
iments. It is proved that this method can reproduce the posi-
tional relationship between different fabrics of natural rock
specimens to a great extent, making the numerical test results
more realistic. By calibrating parameters through macro-
scopic experiments and considering the strength and modu-
lus differences of different components, Jinzhao et al. [25]
used digital image processing technology and other methods
to construct a more consistent PFC numerical model con-
taining different fabric information. Then, the peak strength
and elastic modulus of rock were discussed. Although this
method can effectively establish a numerical model consis-
tent with the actual situation, it can only analyze a single
specimen.

There are certain differences between the rock masses in
the project and the experimental specimens, and it is not easy
to obtain a specimen fully meeting the test requirements.
Therefore, many scholars tried to fit the relationship between
rock strength and internal microstructure using one or sev-
eral functional relationships [26]. Considering the scale of
spatial correlation based on the spatial correlation model,
Tang et al. [27–30] analyzed the different continuous or
aggregated components of rock and gave numerical images
describing the aggregation form of different components of

rock to build a numerical model that can adjust the distribu-
tion of rock components through parameters.

However, the rock crystal structure and internal joints
and fissures were not fully considered in the previous model-
ling. Aiming at the mechanical properties of the crystal struc-
ture and the discontinuous surface inside the rock, Lv et al.
[31, 32] used the Voronoi method to generate a numerical
model in which the crystal structure and content can be con-
trolled to analyze the relationship between the crystal grain
size and the rock strength characteristic. This model is widely
used in the formation of crystals of rocks. Cho et al. [33–36]
proposed that the bonding state between the crystal grains in
the rock is different from the mechanical state inside the crys-
tal and introduced a massive cluster model to simulate the
internal crystal structure. It was indicated that the cluster
model could better express the mechanical relationship
formed by the massive crystal structure inside the rock, but
the particles in a clump cannot move and rotate in this
model.

In fact, although a single component exhibits relatively
uniform property, there are still differences, such as the
arrangement of crystal structures and Poisson’s ratios during
crystallization. Considering the changes inside the crystal
and the structure on the crystal boundary, Potyondy and
Zhou et al. [37, 38] established a grain-based model (equiva-
lent crystalline model) (GBM) composed of PBM and a
smooth joint model. In this model, the internal components
of the crystal are constructed by PBM, and SJM constructs
the bonding relationship between the unit cells, making it
more accurately reflect the mechanical relationship between
the crystal and structure of the rock to study the relationship
between the crystal size and rock strength characteristics. Li
et al. and Zhang et al. [39, 40] combined the digital image
technology and this numerical model to construct a particle
flow numerical model, discussed and analyzed the advan-
tages and rationality of the GBM model, and verified the
effectiveness of the numerical model constructed by the
model.

After reviewing previous research, it is easy to find that
while constructing a numerical model, the refinement and
the parameter controllability of the model were not fully con-
sidered. In this paper, a spatial correlation coefficient was
adopted to rebuild the component structure of the rock sur-
face through quantitative parameters (discretion of compo-
nent distribution, component content). Simultaneously, the
Voronoi model was used to construct the internal crystal
structure of different components in which the particle size
can be controlled. Then, the microfracture grid was imported
through the improved GBM model to simulate the real
defects, such as the naturally formed component boundary
crystal structure of microcracks in the rock. Finally, a new
modelling method of Spatially Correlated Grains Model
(SCGM), which can adjust the internal parameters and
describe the structure of the internal rock joints and fractures
more accurately, was proposed and used to construct a
numerical model to test the strength of granite specimens
with different fabric characteristics. By comparing and ana-
lyzing the tensile strength of the specimens with different
component content and distribution, the fracture
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Figure 1: Micrograph of granite.
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development law is further analyzed, providing a more accu-
rate numerical method for the fracture analysis of hydraulic
fracturing.

2. Construction of Numerical Model SCGM

In this study, PFC was used to conduct model construction
and calculation. First, the component distribution was con-
structed through the spatial correlation function; secondly,
the Voronoi model was used to construct the component’s
internal crystals; finally, the GBM model import method
was used to construct the microcracks of the model speci-
men. The specific method is as follows.

2.1. Construction of Component Distribution of Model
Specimens. Due to the influence of natural diagenesis pro-
cesses, component distribution and physical and mechanical
properties of rock materials are not entirely random; typi-
cally, different components and their properties show a cer-
tain degree of continuity and relevance in space. Figure 2
shows the section of natural granite; it can be seen that the
inside of the same component keeps consistent in a large
space. Tang et al. [27–30] introduced spatial correlation
functions to describe these spatial distribution properties,
which can be obtained by transforming the random field’s
spatial correlation function. With this method, image models
of different component contents and distributions can be
constructed to study heterogeneous materials and the influ-
ence of different spatial correlation coefficients on materials’
mechanical properties. The results showed that this method
was an effective method to construct the component distri-
bution of granite specimens.

In this section, the spatial correlation function was used
to construct the granite fabric. The steps are as follows.

(1) First, construct a random array, which is a matrix
with two different label numbers. In this experiment,
a 500 × 500matrix A with the element of ai,j was con-
structed, and the label numbers were 1 and -1,
respectively. Keeping A unchanged, the calculated
structure based on A in the subsequent calculations
has relative position stability

(2) Select the spatial correlation function that conforms
to the generation state of such aggregated rocks:

f dð Þ = e−d/L, ð1Þ

where d is the selected calculation distance; L represents the
spatial aggregation length, and it can indicate the degree of
aggregation between the two regions when the value of d
remains unchanged. The smaller the L, the less the random
field is affected by this function, which means that the origi-
nal random state is maintained; otherwise, the state of aggre-
gating will appear to a certain area. The rock fabric
distribution affected by different material types and genera-
tion conditions can be obtained by changing this value. In
this experiment, rock images with different spatial correla-
tion degrees of L = 4, 6, 8, and 10 were generated for different
rock aggregation conditions, as shown in Figure 3

(3) Construct component spatial array for a given degree
of aggregation. Multiply the elements in array A by
the correlation function f ðdÞ and parameter C fol-
lowing the distance relationship, and superimpose
them to obtain the array B containing spatial correla-
tion information according to the distance relation-
ship. In this case, it means that the points within d
of a certain point are superimposed in the form of
this distribution. Since the distribution characteris-
tics of discrete points in a certain area are the same,
the superposition will form a clustering effect. When
the distance between the points is too large, the calcu-
lation amount will increase, and the influence on the
aggregation point becomes small. Therefore, a rea-
sonable calculation range needs to be selected. Tang
et al. [30] analyzed the selected area of the function.
Points within the distance d = 45 were used for
calculation in this paper. Array B can be constructed
as follows:

bi, j = 〠
n

p=−n
〠
n

q=−n
cd p, qð Þ ⋅ ai + p, j + qf d p, qð Þð Þ, ð2Þ

where array C is a variable coefficient indicating the degree of
influence on an aggregation area under different distances.
The smaller the distance, the closer the value of cdðp, qÞ to 1

(4) Multicomponent distribution space construction of
model specimens. It is suggested that the greyscale
distribution of the granite surface image approxi-
mately conforms to the normal distribution, and the
array calculated in this experiment also conforms to
this characteristic. As shown in Figure 3, by adopting
the technique of dividing granite components by the
image grey threshold value and using the low-
intensity component biotite as a reference, the gener-
ated images were divided into biotite with content x
= 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% when the corre-
sponding feldspar and quartz content was gradually
reduced. Then, the values in the matrix were divided
into the form of Equation (3), and each division
adopted the same set of matrices to make the
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Figure 2: Actual granite image.
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generated new matrix consistent with its image struc-
ture, which means that the position of mica, quartz,
and other minerals in the image changed little except
that their content area was expanded. Alternatively, a
part of smaller blocks newly appeared within the
threshold, as shown in Figure 3:

bi,j =
1, bi,j ∈ bmin, u bmax − bminð Þ + bmin½ �,
110, bi,j ∈ u bmax − bminð Þ + bmin, u + vð Þ bmax − bminð Þ + bmin½ �,
255, bi,j ∈ u + vð Þ bmax − bminð Þ + bmin, bmax½ �,

8
>><

>>:

ð3Þ

where bi,j represents the element value in the generated
matrix, bmax and bmin are the maximum andminimum values
in the matrix, u is the percentage of mica content, and v is the
percentage of quartz content (Table 1)

2.2. Crystal Construction of Model Specimen. In the study of
rock mesoscale, it is found that under the impact of loading,
rock failure can be categorized into three types, including
grain boundary cracks of different components, large crystal

cracks of the same composition, and transgranular cracks
[41, 42]. The main factors leading to rock failure include
the internal discontinuous surface, their distribution, and
the ultimately formed stress concentration. Therefore, it is
not enough to only discuss the composition distribution of
the rock. The grain boundary cracks of different composi-
tions and the large crystal cracks of the same composition
need to be represented separately. The Voronoi crystal gener-
ation method is widely used to simulate the generation of
crystals such as rocks, which is used to generate a crystal par-
ticle model within the composition region above so as to
adjust the average size. Combining the component bound-
aries of the image and the crystal grains within the compo-
nent, a model simultaneously considering the component

Generating random
matrix A[ai, j]

500×500

1 −1 −1 −1 1

1 1 1 1 1

−1 −1 1 −1 −1

−1 −1 1 1 −1

1 1 −1 1 1

L = 4 L = 6 L = 8

0.7 5.1 4.7 6.1 9.5

−1 3.3 5.1 6.3 7.2

−2 1.5 3 3.9 2.2

−4 −3 0.7 −1 −1

−5 −4 −1 −1 −3

The obtained array B is divided into the content according
to the required rock components

1 1 110 110 110

1 110 110 110 110

110 110 110 110 110

110 110 110 110 110

255 255 255 255 255

Schematic diagram of random point matrix

Schematic diagram of spatial
correlation algorithm results

Schematic diagram of different spatial correlations

The array is constructed from array A and variable
coefficient C B[bi, j]

By changing the L value, images with
different aggregate readings can be obtained

It is obtained by comparing granite
images L

Result numerical matrix
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Figure 3: The construction process of the component distribution of the model specimen.

Table 1: The content of different components in the generated
image.

Component Content

Mica 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Quartz 40% 37.5% 35% 32.5% 30%

Feldspar 50% 47.5% 45% 45.5% 40%
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structure relationship and the crystal discontinuous surface
relationship was generated. The vector structure model gen-
eration steps are as follows:

(1) Recognize the image containing spatial correlation
information, and component content was divided
and calibrated with grey values of 1, 110, and 255;
that is, the positions with an abrupt change of grey
value are segmented at the component boundary,
and the segmentation position is closed as a region
(Figure 4)

(2) Construct the unit cell structure inside the divided
components, import the vectorized boundary into
the drawing software Rhinoceros to adjust the size,
and remove the unnecessary boundary

(3) By acquiring and observing the real granite surface
images, the average radius of feldspar, quartz, and
mica crystals was determined as 1.6mm, 1.5mm,
and 0.9mm; then, uniformly distributed random
points matching area scales were generated to con-
struct the internal crystal structure of the compo-
nents according to the Voronoi polygon rule, as
shown in Figure 4

2.3. Construction of Microcracks in Model Specimens. In
order to describe the discontinuous crystals in rocks,
Potyondy proposed the SJM model, which can simulate the
sliding state with a certain amount of overlap after the
strength is lost. Li et al. and Zhang et al. [39, 40] used the
GBM model to construct a refined numerical model con-
forming to the distribution of the granite surface structure
and carried out an analysis of the mesoscopic mechanical

structure of the image components to explain the relation-
ship between the mesoscopic mechanical properties and the
macroscopic failure of rocks. Therefore, the GBM model is
used to build a granite numerical model, as shown in
Figure 5.

2.4. SCGM Model Generation Process. Based on the research
on the strength of different rock fabrics and the refined con-
struction of rock crystal structure models, the SCGM model
was constructed by combining the above three sections, as
shown in Figure 6.

The specific process is as follows:

(1) Generate granite surface images with different distri-
butions and component structures through spatial
correlation functions

(2) Divide the obtained image into vectorization (con-
nect each component block to form a closed area)

(3) Generate a Voronoi model to represent crystal parti-
cles through random points in each closed area

(4) Firstly, generate a uniform specimen in the PFC2d
software, and then, import the vectorized image to
group the different components in order by layer

(5) Import the images containing crystal grain bound-
aries into the software to group the models and
parameters in the order of layers

(6) Adjust the mesoscopic parameter

2.5. Parameter Calibration of PFC Numerical Model. In order
to match the results of the numerical test with the actual rock

Trimming redundant
boundaries

Build by random
Points voronoi polygon

Generating random
points in the region

Select a component
(Mica)area

Boundary vectorization
structure diagram

Spatial correlation
structure chart L = 6

A
rea zoom

 in

Figure 4: Generation diagram of the internal crystal structure in a certain area.
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failure better, it is necessary to calibrate parameters in the
numerical model. The calibration method in this paper is to
match the strength and the elastic modulus in the actual

physical test within a certain range [43–48]. Considering
the internal structure of the rock, the strength between rock
crystals was set to be 40% of the internal strength of rock

Crystal networkInitial particles Building crystals

Crystals
unit

Importing crystal
structure network

Parallel bond
model

Smooth-Joint
model

Figure 5: Generation diagram of new GBM model.
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Import the obtained image with component
information into the drawing software for

vectorization

For different configurations, Voronoi polygons are
used to construct different configurational cell

structures and give different sizes in the vectorized
region.

Import the initial vector diagram with
component regions into PFC2d software for

component partitioning

Import the drawn vector diagram containing
crystal network information into PFC2d

software

Different meso-strength parameters are
assigned to feldspar, quartz, mica and

structural cracks in the order of feldspar,
mica, etc.

Adjustment of micro-parameter
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Contact models with
different constructions

Contact model details

PFC2d component model diagram

Vectorized component
boundary diagram

Configuration
distribution
sketch map

Internal bond of quartz

Internal bond of feldspar

Feldspar boundaries bonding

Quartz boundaries bonding

Internal bond of mica

Mica boundaries bonding

Figure 6: Generation process of SCGM model.
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crystals referring to the study of Hu et al. [49–51]. Simulta-
neously, referring to the strength differences between differ-
ent minerals in the rock, the strength ratio of feldspar,
quartz, and mica inside the granite was set as 0.8 : 1 : 0.3. In
order to ensure high accuracy of the matched parameters,
the component distribution of the real granite specimen
was obtained through digital image processing, (Tables 2
and 3) the matching process is shown in Figure 7, and the
result is shown in Figure 8.

3. Validation of Tensile Test of SCGM
Numerical Model Specimen

The SCGM model was constructed and tested following the
above scheme, and the result data was collected. The numer-
ical simulation adopted the same scheme as the indoor test
and monitored the tensile strength of the rock using the Bra-
zilian split test. The stress distribution changes of heteroge-
neous specimens, the influence of the crystal structure on
the failure of specimens, and the influence of different struc-
tural parameters on the development of cracks after speci-
mens were broken were described, respectively.

3.1. Fabric Impact Analysis. While analyzing the initial Bra-
zilian split tensile strength, the specimen was regarded as a
homogeneous specimen, so the stress distribution on the sur-
face was in the symmetric and uniform state [52, 53], as
shown in Figure 9. However, the internal stress distribution
of the specimen is affected by many factors, such as the differ-
ent modulus of different components, the sliding, and stress
concentration of the discontinuous surface. These factors
cause the internal stress to nonlinearly change with the load-
ing position, as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen that the
internal stress of the rock was not smooth along the loading
axis but showed a certain irregular change with the composi-
tion when the rock end was subjected to the load. Larger ten-

sile stress appeared near the lower right in the x-direction
stress diagram; a certain amount of feldspar and quartz was
distributed at this position, which is corresponding to the
fabric distribution of the actual specimen; at the same time,
because their strength and modulus are higher than mica, it
will not instantly produce microdestruction and dislocation
under load. In contrast, a large amount of elastic energy
was accumulated, and deformation appeared to gradually
form tensile stress in this direction. There was a large amount
of mica component on the upper part of the test piece, which
had low strength and small tangential deformation. It is easy to
produce partial tension cracks and form partial sliding, making
it not form effective tensile stress but apparent compressive
stress. It can be clearly seen from the structural diagram that
the distribution of stress is highly correlated with the corre-
sponding relationship between the fabric in the specimen.

3.2. Crystal Structure Impact Analysis. Due to the conve-
nience of the spatial correlation function, Wenmin [54] con-
structed a numerical model with different correlation
coefficients and discussed the influence of different correla-
tion coefficients and anisotropy parameters on the strength
and failure state of the specimen. However, only the strength
parameters of different mineral components were discussed
in the numerical model, but the internal structural problems
were not analyzed in detail. There are a large number of
cracks and voids in the natural rock mass, especially the
internal crystal interface that needs to be paid attention to.
In this paper, the constructed model considered the crystal
network structure of different components; Brazil splitting
tests were performed on two different models. As shown in
Figure 10, under the same mesoscopic parameter, the
strength of the SCGM model was lower than that of the
PBM model, about 87% of the strength of the PBM model,
and the deformation was not much different. As shown in
Figure 11, the two models showed obvious differences in

Table 2: Mesoscopic parameters of particles of different components.

Mineral component
Parameters

Minimum radius
(mm)

Radius
ratio

Density
(kg/m3)

Elastic modulus
(GPa)

Stiffness
ratio

Friction
coefficient

Void ratio

Feldspar

0.15 1.66

2750 45 1.5 0.6

0.025Quartz 2650 61 1.5 0.7

Mica 3100 20 2.5 0.3

Table 3: Mesoscopic parameters of different component contact models.

Mineral component
Parameters

Volumetric modulus
(GPa)

Stiffness
ratio

Tensile limit
(MPa)

Cohesion force
(MPa)

Friction angle
(°)

Friction
coefficient

Feldspar 45 1.5 53.2 53.0 15

0.67Quartz 61 1.5 68.2 60.1 17

Mica 20 2.5 23.1 25.1 17

Feldspar structure 40 1.5 20.5 23.1 16

0.85Quartz structure 40 1.5 25.1 22.5 15

Mica structure 40 2.5 10.5 12.1 15
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the development of the damage cracks; at a certain special
location in the same composition area, damage cracks in
the SCGM model occurred obvious deflection because of a
crystal interface, which is more consistent with the actual sit-
uation. During the failure process, the development of cracks
in the SCGM model can better reflect the changes in the nat-
ural structure of the rock under force, and the model will pro-
duce grain boundary cracks of different components, large
crystal cracks of the same composition, transgranular cracks,
and more obvious secondary cracks. However, the PBM
model cannot reflect these characteristics.

3.3. Realization of Tensile Test of Arbitrary Rock Fabric. The
construction of a refined numerical model is of great signifi-
cance to the study of rock mechanics. By identifying the

structure image of the rock surface component and con-
structing the model based on this, semicircular surface struc-
ture load strength of 16 granites was analyzed and compared
with that of the structure generated by Voronoi. The real rock
structure can be obtained by modelling using the original
rock surface image, which helps the analysis of a single rock
specimen. However, this method has many limitations while
performing the horizontal comparison, such as analysis of
the same component content in different locations, analysis
of different component content in the same location, and
controlling component changes and crystal size. As shown
in Figure 12, the SCGM model can solve these problems
more effectively. The spatial correlation function image can
set the distribution and content of granite components, and
the Voronoi model can set different grain sizes. It can be seen
that the cracks tend to be more stable during the develop-
ment process as the dispersion of the component distribution
decreased; for the L = 4 specimen, the mica was more dis-
cretely arranged in the specimen; then, the cracks would
develop in multiple directions during the loading process.
As the L value increased, the composition distribution and
the low-strength structure tended to be stable. At this time,
the development direction of the cracks gradually becomes
single. As the content of mica increased, the percentage of
low-strength structures also increased, and the number of
microcracks when the specimen was damaged also increased.
Moreover, many apparent cracks break along the crack net-
work structure.

In previous studies, it has been shown that the failure of
rocks is mainly caused by the expansion and development
of internal microcracks, which eventually converge into
larger macrocracks. Therefore, the strength of the rock has
an apparent relationship with the crack state. On the one
hand, the development status of cracks is related to the distri-
bution of different components in the rock; on the other
hand, it also correlates with each component’s content. For
these two influencing factors, the SCGM model was used to
construct granite specimens with different discrete distribu-
tions and component contents, and split tests were carried
out to analyze the relationship between the different fabric
contents and the distribution of granite strength and cracks.

In this experiment, the parameters of spatial correlation
coefficient L = 4, 6, 8, and 10 (that is, the dense distribution
of different components) were selected, and different compo-
nent contents x = 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% were con-
structed in each spatial correlation coefficient by referring
to the mica; the peak strength of each specimen was counted.
Because of the smallest particles, a certain error will occur
while constructing the model. Therefore, all models have per-
formed 10 tests under the condition of different random
seeds. The result is shown in Figures 13 and 14.

It can be seen from Figure 13 that for all distribution
states of the component, as the mica content increased, the
peak tensile strength all showed a downward trend with a rel-
atively obvious linear change. By fitting the average value of
the peak strength change and the mica content, the function
of the variation law of the peak strength under different mica
contents was obtained, y = −14:723x + 12:642, R2 = 0:9444,

Start
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According to the nature of rock
foundation and some scholars set

the initial parameters

Compared with the indoor test
the elastic modulus and

poisson’s ratio are determined

The strength calibration is carried out,
the normal tangential strength is set,
and the friction coefficient is adjusted

Adjust the bonding parameters of
different components and the

bond strength of structural parts
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meets the test
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Yes
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The
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The
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test value

The failure
effect of micro cracks meets
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Figure 7: Calibration process of mesoscopic parameters in the
numerical model.
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where x is the mica content and y is the peak strength. How-
ever, there were certain fluctuations during the decline; this is
because although the consistency of the recomposition distri-
bution of the test piece was maintained, a certain change in
the external morphology would produce a certain articulated
surface to make the test piece stable under a certain structure
with the increase of the mica content; moreover, although the
Voronoi structure in different component structures was
established with the same method and parameters, the initial

scattered point positions were randomly distributed, which
led to certain volatility, but the tensile strength of the speci-
men decreased as the mica content increased.

It can be seen from Figure 14 that the strength of the
specimen apparently first increased and then decreased with
the value of L, which became obvious when the mica was
10%, 20%, and 30%. The average strength of the specimens
with L = 4, 6, 8, and 10 was 9.706MPa, 10.156MPa,
9.908MPa, and 9.228MPa. Through comparative analysis,
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Figure 8: Calibration results of mesoscopic parameter in the numerical model.
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it is found that the main reason for this phenomenon is that
when L was small, the low-strength parts such as mica and
its joints and cracks were distributed throughout the speci-
men; with the same content, the more scattered the distribu-

tion, the longer the length of the boundary joints. At this
time, the strength of the whole specimen was weaker. On
the contrary, when a large number of components were
gathered, the length of the boundary joint decreased, and
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the specimen’s overall strength increased.When the mica con-
tent was x = 20%, and L = 4, 6, 8, and 10, the mica boundaries
were 15.34%, 12.31%, 10.45%, and 9.83%, respectively. The
boundary content obviously gradually decreased, but the
strength of the specimens first increased and then decreased,
which means that when the mica component was sufficiently
large, a certain degree of stress concentration advantage will
be formed, resulting in a decrease in its strength. Combining
the above two reasons, the peak strength of the specimen first
increased and then decreased with the value of L.

3.4. Analysis of the Relationship between Crack Development
and Fabric. The macroscopic failure and instability of rock

can be attributed to the gradual development and growth of
internal microcracks under loading and finally converged
into larger microcracks which causes the rock to fail eventu-
ally. Therefore, the analysis of internal rock fractures is help-
ful to understand the destruction mechanism furtherly.

The microfracture was monitored through the crack gen-
eration program of the PFC software. The principle is to set
the monitoring distance between particles and the strength
between particles. When the external load identification force
reached this strength, a crack will be recorded. The particle
size determines the crack size, which follows a normal

L = 4 x = 0.2 L = 6 x = 0.2 L = 8 x = 0.2 L = 10 x = 0.2

(a)

L = 8 x = 0.1 L = 8 x = 0.15 L = 8 x = 0.2 L = 8 x = 0.25 L = 8 x = 0.3

(b)

Figure 12: Brazil split test results with different structural parameters and component contents. (a) Fracture development diagram of
specimens with different spatial correlation coefficients. (b) Fracture development diagram of specimens with different component contents.
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distribution with the size between 0.15 and 0.256mm in this
test; therefore, the crack size is also within this range. During
the monitorization, the cracks of different components were
grouped and performed statistics. As shown in Figure 15,
regardless of the degree of polymerization, the number of
cracks in the specimen and mica content showed a trend of
increasing first and then decreasing with a peak state when
mica content was 20%. The reason is that on the one hand,
as the mica content increased, the number of low-strength
components increased, and the total number of cracks
increased; on the other hand, as the content increased, a large
number of low-strength mica gathered to form stress concen-
tration, leading to a rapid rupture of the specimen and mak-
ing the cracks unable to develop to a large scale for when the
number of cracks decreased.

The total number of cracks was counted as 5601, 5734,
5085, and 4797 when L = 4, 6, 8, and 10 are, respectively,
showing the trend of increasing first and then decreasing.
On the one hand, the number of cracks reflects the required
destruction energy, and it can remain stable when more
cracks have been generated, which means more energy is
absorbed; on the other hand, it means that the structural
stability of the area is high, and for many microcracks, it is
still difficult to form macroscopic damage. Therefore, the
specimen is stable with higher strength when L = 6, as shown
in Figure 14.

As shown in Figure 16, as the value of L increased, the
distribution of cracks gradually shifted from the external
crystal to the destruction of the inside crystal. The propor-
tion of cracks in the structural cracks decreased as the L
value increased. The internal strength of the crystal was
greater than the intercrystal structure strength. When there
were more cracks in the crystal, more force and energy were
required. This is also a fundamental reason for the nonlinear
relationship between the strength of the specimen and the L
value. By monitoring the cracks between the different com-
ponent structures in Figure 17, it can be found that the
cracks of the feldspar structure increased with the increase
of L, and the proportions of the structural cracks of the
quartz and mica both decreased with the increase of L.
Numerically, it can be seen that the main contribution of
the proportion of structural cracks in the whole specimen
is provided by the proportion of structural cracks in mica,
but its fluctuation is affected by the combined effects of the
three components.

4. Discussion

Experiments showed that the SCGM model was used to
construct the numerical test piece so that the structure of
the component boundary and the discontinuous surface
between the crystal particles within the component can be
generated inside the model, and the quantitative construc-
tion of the component structure of the crystal model was
realized at the same time. However, there is a problem wor-
thy of being discussed: the determination of the strength
parameters of the structure between different rock compo-
nents. At present, the method of referring to the actual fail-
ure of the specimen and the peak strength elastic modulus

is usually used, but in fact, the value of the strength
between different components of rock has always been in
a fuzzy state. Some scholars choose a certain weakening
factor α between 0 and 1 to reflect the reduction of its
strength based on experience. When the timing α and other
component parameters are double-calibrated, there may be
multiple sets of solutions; that is, the final rock strength
represented by different α and its corresponding strength
parameters are consistent. Therefore, with the help of the
SCGM model and more actual parameters, calibration and
analysis of α parameters are of great significance. It can fur-
ther advance the analysis and research of rock fracture
development.
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5. Conclusion

Considering the fracture development of different fabric
granite during hydraulic fracturing, the spatial correlation
function was used to construct a digital image of the granite
surface, which solved quantitating testing of the rock struc-
ture. Besides, a numerical model containing the internal crys-
tal structure of the rock was constructed through the Voronoi
model and the GBM import method. The newly formed
SCGM model has more evident advantages in representing
the fracture development of rock failure. Combining the
advantage of the SCGM model, the relationships between
the distribution and content of the internal components of
the granite and its tensile strength were analyzed, as well as
the cracks developed in the boundary structure and the
crystal. The results are as follows.

(1) The spatial correlation function can generate a gran-
ite surface image with a controllable structure con-
tent by adjusting the parameters. Combining this
method with the discrete element numerical model
of the internal crystal structure, a numerical model
of the granite with adjustable structural parameters
can be constructed more accurately to perform
numerical experiments

(2) Compared with the homogeneous model, internal
stress of the SCGMmodel changed with the structure

distribution, which was more consistent with the
actual rock specimen. Compared with the PBM
model, the internal crystal structure constructed by
the newmodel can better reflect the internal mechan-
ical relationship of rock. Compared with laboratory
experiments, the model with internal crystals showed
intergranular cracks of different components, grain
boundary cracks of the same composition, and trans-
granular cracks when granite fails. Compared with
actual granite image modelling, the method had
strong controllability and can construct accurate
models for different discrete situations and compo-
nent contents

(3) The Brazilian splitting numerical experiments of dif-
ferent fabrics showed that the strength of the speci-
men decreased significantly with the increase of the
mica component content and showed a linear change
y = −14:723x + 12:642; the strength of the specimen
increased with the increase of the spatial correlation
coefficient L, showing a certain trend of increasing
first and then decreasing. By monitoring the cracks
in the failure process, the total number of cracks
showed the trend of first increasing and then decreas-
ing with the increase of the internal mica content.
Moreover, it existed a clear peak when the mica con-
tent was 20%; on the crystal interface, the ratio of
cracks to the total cracks decreased with the increase
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of L, and the result was more obviously affected by
the mica component

(4) The test results show a significant correlation
between fracture development and fabric distribution
of different fabric rocks under external load, and cor-
responding technologies should be adopted for dif-
ferent fabric rocks in hydraulic fracturing
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